Introduction
Conventional computer technology is designed according to an application-and document-centered model, partially as a response to users' needs for specific, targeted applications that support the manipulation of particular kinds of information and performing specific tasks, like writing a letter or making a budget. This application-centered computing model is deeply embedded in the hardware, operating systems software, user-interface software, and the development frameworks available today. It has proven well-suited for office work at a desktop, but the personal and task oriented approach provides little support for the aggregation of resources and tools required by carrying out higher-level activities. It is left to the user to aggregate such resources and tools in meaningful bundles according to the activity at hand, and manual reconfiguration of this aggregation is often required when multi-tasking between parallel activities. For example, when writing a business memo, one would be using a whole set of applications (word processor, spreadsheet, graphical tools, statistical packages, ERP systems, etc.) each using a specific set of data and documents. When shifting to another activity, like reading email and/or browsing the web, a completely new configuration of applications, documents, and files are needed. Even though research have been addressing this challenge and have suggested systems like Rooms [Henderson and Card 1986] , Task Gallery [Robertson et al. 2000] , Kimura [MacIntyre et al. 2001] , GroupBar [Schmidt et al 2003] , and Topos [Grøn-baek et al 2001] there is little or no support for alternating between such activities in most operating systems of today.
Mobile and nomadic work amplify the reconfiguration overhead when users move from one work context to another, potentially using different computers and different types of devices. Thus, users are often 'tied' to their personal computer which creates a one-to-one relationship between such a (personal) computer and the user.
The world of computing is gradually moving into a world of pervasive and ubiquitous computing where a user on the one hand is using a wide range of heterogeneous devices, like a car, the home entertainment computer, an automatic refrigerator, a mobile phone, and different kinds of small and large computers. On the other hand, a wide range of publicly available devices are used by many users, like the refrigerator, a public display, the TV, etc. Hence, there is now a many-to-many relationship between users and computers.
In this paper we want to describe a novel concept for pervasive computing systems that we denote Activity Based Computing (ABC) [Christensen and Bardram 2002; Bardram 2005b; Bardram 2004] . In Activity Based Computing, the basic computational unit is no longer the file (e.g. a document) or the application (e.g. MS Word) but the activity of a user. The end users are directly supported by computational activities: computational activities can be initiated, suspended, stored, resumed on any computing device in the infrastructure at any point in time, handed over to other persons, or shared among several persons. Furthermore, the execution of activities is adapted to the usage context of the users, i.e. making activities context-aware. One of our goals is to enable developers of clinical applications to incorporate support for mobility, interruptions, parallel activities, cooperation, and context-awareness by designing and deploying their programs in such a pervasive computing infrastructure running in a hospital. The ABC Framework provides a runtime infrastructure with services supporting these cores challenges in medical work as well as a programming model for developing ABC services and applications.
Prior Work
The concept of Activity-Based Computing is also briefly mentioned in Norman's book the "Invisible Computer" [Norman 2000 ]. Based on observations of office users using PCs (Macintosh computers) Norman motivates the need for collecting applications or components into logical bundles based on the current activity, for activity resumption, and for sharing of activity spaces. These ideas were developed at Apple in the early 90'ies and the core technological idea was to base such an approach on the OpenDoc standard. OpenDoc was Apple's approach to component-based software on the desktop, like the OLE/COM component approach on the Windows platform. Unfortunately, the project did not get managerial support in Apple and was hence never realized. Inspiration to this Activity-Based Computing approach at Apple originated in the Rooms system [Henderson and Card 1986] , which is the grandfather of all virtual desktop programs. Rooms provided the mechanisms for arranging the application windows on a desktop in logical bundles (i.e. 'rooms') and for easy alternating between these. Compared to the Activity-Based Computing idea presented in our approach, the Apple ABC and the Rooms principles were still targeted for non-mobile, personal computing for office workers at a desktop. The approach of using the OpenDoc component technology inherently ties the bundling of components to one physical device and there is no support for moving an 'activity' from one device to another, or for sharing it, or parts of it, amongst collaborating users 1 .
The concept of activity-based computing has similarities with the task-driven computing concept in Aura [Sousa and Garlan 2002] , including the focus on support for human tasks, user mobility across heterogeneous devices, support for context-aware adaptation, and local resource discovery. Activity-based computing has, however, a greater focus on local mobility within a work setting and not remote mobility as discussed in Aura. Furthermore, the ABC framework is inherently designed to support collaboration -asynchronous as well as asynchronous -both of which are absent in the Aura project. In addition, Aura focuses on software architectures for ubiquitous computing middleware and does not research user interfaces or the use of such computing environments. From a user interface perspective, systems like Task Gallery for Windows [Robertson et al. 2000] , GroupBar [Schmidt et al 2003] and Kimura [MacIntyre et al. 2001] , have designed ways of handling multitasking in window-based user-interfaces. These 'virtual desktop' approaches treat tasks as a cohesive collection of applications. When a user refers to a particular task, the system automatically brings up all the applications and documents associated with that task. This relieves the users from launching and arranging applications and documents individually. In our work, we extend this notion by modeling an activity as a collection of abstract services decoupled from applications that can handle such services. This decoupling paired with the distributed nature of activities allows an activity to be handed over to and instantiated in different environments using different supporting applications running of different hosts, and by different users who participate in the activity.
From a theoretical and conceptual level, support for 'tools and materials' have been the dominant design ideal for the human-computer interaction in many year. This design ideal goes back to the early work on the Alto at PARC and the Utopia project [Bødker et al 1987] and has been conceptually conceived as the 'direct manipulation' approach to user-interface design [Norman and Draper 1986] . This design ideal advocates direct support for what users are doing with their tools (i.e. artifacts) and the material they are working on (the object of the activity). This design ideal fits very nicely with the traditional reading of Activity Theory [Leont'ev 1978] talking about the work of carpenters, blacksmiths, and other craftsmen. This approach was hence the starting point in design approaches for human-computer interaction based on Activity Theory, as suggested by Bødker [Bødker 1991] . Moreover, this design ideal and conceptualization of human activity also incorporates a fundamental skepticism towards workflow systems, because such systems incorporate (materialize in terms of Activity Theory) a conceptualization of human activity as a mental construct (and in the case of a workflow system a computational construct) which controls human work. This is in direct opposition to Activity Theory, which emphasizes that mental constructs (motives and goals) gives direction to the activity, but the activity is executed adapted to the material conditions of the concrete situation of execution -a principle that Suchman has termed 'situated action' [Suchman 1987] 2 . Therefore, the design ideal coming out of traditional reading of Activity Theory hence advocates support for tools and materials, which allow users to adapt the execution of an activity (i.e. the operational level) to the situation in which it is taking place. In this way, an activity remains its dialectical relationship to the world as something that on the one hand is guided by human cognition (the objective) but is on the other hand shaped according to the material conditions of its execution.
When proposing our approach to Activity-Based Computing (ABC) this might sound like a workflow system where we try to model human activities, including the actions making up the activity. We even talk about (and is currently working on) representing the human intent, i.e. the objective of the activity as part of our computational support. However, ABC should not been seen as an approach to workflow systems. At a first sight, we are proposing a 'computational activity' as a digital counterpart to a 'human activity', the former being but a representation of the latter, which is the activity as defined by Activity Theory. Hence, ABC does not attempt to model activities in order to control the execution of human activities -on the contrary. In a workflow system a computational activity controls and hence defines a human activity. In ABC the human activity defines the computational activity.
Looking closer to the design ideal of creating support for tools and materials -i.e. the mediators and objects of an activity -this is actually also the case in ABC. Translating the tools and materials support into low-level support for the basic operational level artifact and objects like icons, documents, scroll-bars, etc. is not the only option. According to Activity Theory, especially the writing of Vygotsky [Wertsch 1985 ] and Engeström [Engeström 1987 ], mediators and objects are also higher level aspects of human activity. For example, the language and its concepts, production and work plans, the division of work between people in an organization, and the rules and laws of a society are all examples of mediators in a complex modern society. Hence, representations of human activities that help people coordinate and execute their activities are primary mediators as well. Similarly, the object of work is not necessarily physical things like the carpenter's wooden wall, the blacksmith's horse shoes, or the nurse's thermometer. Objects of human activity also include the treatment and care of a patient, creating manufacturing plans for the production of cars, and doing scientific research.
As computer technology continuously keeps playing an increasing role in our professional and personal lives, such objects are often digitally represented and some of them might only have a digital existence, like a CAD CAM system with its production plans or software programs. Hence, there is a need for computational support for handling this increasing level of complexity and the sheer amount of digital objects and mediators. This is the goal of ABC -to provide higher level tools and material (mediators and objects) for the handling of human activities, which deals with large amount of digital objects. The basic tenets of Activity Theory, however, still apply when moving the focus from operational support for tools and material to higher-level activity and action support. The execution of an activity still takes place in a specific material world and its operations are hence adapted to the concrete opportunities and conditions of the situation at hand. As we shall further elaborate on below, this adaptation of the execution of an activity to the concrete material conditions of a specific situation is maintained in ABC. Furthermore, a distinct feature of human activities -as opposed to animal activity -is their collaborative nature. Hence, humans cooperate by distributing the actions of an activity amongst each other and use mediating artifacts, including plans, schedules, and rules to coordinate such distributed activities. Thus, another core aspect of ABC is to support this cooperative nature of human activity by creating computer-based collaboration artifacts that mediates collaborative work activities [Bardram 1998 ].
Empirical Background
The empirical background for the principles in Activity-Based Computing is extensive field studies of work in Danish hospitals since 1995. When analyzing clinical work and patient treatment in a hospital -and as part of this study the use of computer technology -it becomes obvious that contemporary computers, operating systems, and applications do not fit the interrupted, distributed, nomadic, hectic work on many parallel activities in a clinician's daily work. Personal Computers, laptops, PDAs, TablePCs are mostly suited for office workers, who work relatively uninterrupted with personal tasks for a longer period of time at a fixed location, and often at a desktop. Hence, there is a range of challenges for contemporary computer technology to be discovered in a hospital, which makes hospitals a well suited application and research area when trying to research and design ubiquitous computing technology that moves "beyond the desktop". In this section we will look into some of these challenges in more details.
Application-and Data-orientation
When analyzing the work of clinicians they view their work as consistent of a large set of work activities, of which some are interrelated. Such activities include 'Treating Mrs. Pedersen' and 'Education the intern Mr. Hansen'. Even though an activity is carried out through a set of actions and operations (c.f. Activity Theory) clinicians do not think much about such actions. For example, in order to treat Mrs. Pedersen, there is a wide range of actions involved, like viewing X-ray images, viewing blood test results, ordering new blood tests, analyzing blood tests, monitoring the temperature and pulse of the patient, and prescribing and giving medicine. However, when interviewing clinicians, these actions are not a primary focus -when describing their work, they talk about 'treatment of Mrs. Pedersen', not about viewing blood test results.
When looking a how clinicians are using computers -in particular Electronic Patient Records (EPR) -it is often the case that different actions in an activity are support by different computer applications. Hence, the application for viewing X-ray images is supported by a Picture, Archiving and Communication System (PACS), the medicine schema is shown as part of an EPR, and ordering blood tests is part of a booking and scheduling system. Even though all these application are used to support the same activity -e.g. treating a patient --there is little support for aggregating related sets of applications and services into logic bundles corresponding to this activity. In essence, most contemporary computer technology is application-and data-centered.
As a consequence, there is little support for alternating between activities. Clinicians in a hospital are involved in many concurrent activities and they constantly alternate between these activities. Hence, during a ward round a nurse might be engaged in caring for three patients, while supervising an intern, and helping relative located their father. In addition, interruptions is a substantial part of working in a hospital where the nurses and physicians constantly interrupts each other to talk about a case, is called on the phone, or is rushing to an emergency. It is important to notice here, that in contrast to many studies of interruptions in office work [Conaill and Frohlich 1995, Rouncefield et al. 1995 ] not all interruptions in a hospital are considered a nuisance but an essential part of the tight cooperative taking place in a hectic working environment.
Stationary Work
Most contemporary computer technology is designed for stationary use at a desktop. However, clinicians working in a hospital are extremely mobile and most of them do not even have a desk or a chair to sit on [Bardram and Bossen 2005] . Furthermore, computers use at a hospital are often located in small offices in the ward which implies that clinicians has to walk from work at e.g. the patient's bedside to this office in order to access a computer. Therefore, the use of computers and EPRs increases mobility at a hospital (c.f. also [Bellottin and Bly, 1996] ). On a more professional level, clinicians -physicians as well as nurses -do not consider 'using a computer in a special room' to be a part of their job. Their job has to do with treatment and care for patients and education of students. We have observed how the introduction of an electronic patient record system had forced nurses to sit and use personal computers at a desktop (figure 8.1) [Bardram 2005c ], which is not a typical work situation for them. They disapproved of not being able to finish their job at the bedside of the patient anymore but now had to walk to a computer, log in, start the EPR system, find the patient, find the record or medicine schema, and make notes about what has been done with the patient.
Clearly mobile devices like laptops, tablet PCs, and PDAs connected via wireless LAN is increasingly being used in hospitals (see e.g. [Bardram et al. 2003a , Munoz et al. 2003 ). However, in many case we have seen problems with the use of such technology. First of all, laptops and tablet PCs are actually difficult to use without placing it on some stable horizontal surface. Hence, in most hospitals laptops are mounted on trolleys and are being wheeled around; tablet PCs are often placed in the bed together with the patient. Second, contemporary mobile devices tend to break. For example, when clinicians wash their hands and place e.g. a tablet PC on the edge of the sink it falls down and break. Third, this kind of technology is not suited for the rugged environment on a hospitalequipment often becomes wet with all kind of liquid material, of which some needs to be extensive washed off and sterilized with alcohol. And finally, clinicians cannot use mobile equipment in all parts of carrying out an activity and hence needs support for using different devices in the flow of work.
Isolated on Homogeneous Devices
Clinicians roam around using many different computers and devices as part of carrying out an activity. For example, when a nurse in the office in figure 8.1 gets up to e.g. give some medication to a patient, her seat is typically taken by someone else. Hence, when returning from the patient she will need to locate another vacant computer, log in, start the EPR application, find the patient, find the medicine schema, scroll to the medication in question and mark that it has been given to the patient -and this even thought his exact view was on the computer she just left. In most computer applications and underlying middleware or operating systems there is little or no support for transferring user sessions between different computers and the computational context for performing an activity must continuously and manually be re-established during a working day.
The problem is that applications run isolated on homogeneous devices. It is difficult to move a set of applications or services from one computer to another, and even more difficult to move it between different kinds of devices, like from a PDA to a large desktop computer.
Single-user Tasks
The 'Personal Computer' with its operating systems is made for single-user tasks. However, a core aspect of everyday activities -especially in e.g. a workplace like a hospital -is its collaborative nature. Due to the specialized nature of medical work, treatment and care is inherently a collaborative activity between specialized medical doctors, nurses, care assistants, etc. In the example of treating Mrs. Pedersen, the radiographer takes the X-ray image, the radiologist describes it, and the physician makes conclusions on further treatment based on the images, the description, blood test results, and previous medical history. The nurse then is responsible for carrying out the treatment, including preparing and giving medicine to the patient and documenting it in the record. Hence, the actions of an activity are often distributed amongst cooperating clinicians [Bardram 1998 ]. When analyzing the use of paper-based records, we often find the physician and the nurse looking as well as writing on the same document. For example, the medicine schema is used by the physicians to prescribe medicine and by the nurse for documenting it. When using EPRs this co-located collaboration is often difficult to obtain, resulting in the need for e.g. using two PCs. And when not working co-located and at the same time, there is no support for a nurse to relate her 'document medicine' action to the 'prescribe medicine' action of the physician. They do not share the application.
Collaboration is thus an inherent quality of clinical work and there is often little support for distributing and congregating the actions of an activity amongst the people who are involved in it. Currently, collaboration is supported by specialized applications 'outside' of the applications which can be used for communication or application sharing.
Insensitive to the Work Context
Computers are inherently insensitive to the working context of its users. Hence, there is no way in which a computer can take contextual information into consideration in the human-computer interaction. This is the reason why the nurse has to constantly look up a patient in the case illustrated in figure 8 .1 -the computer or the EPR simply do not have any information about her working context, including which patient she is caring for at the moment. This lack of contextual awareness becomes even more challenging when mobile equipment is being used in a hospital because the work context for an application like the EPR is constantly changing and manual reconfiguration is hence required by the user.
Activity-Based Computing
We propose Activity-Based Computing (ABC) as an approach to ubiquitous computing which focuses on computational support for mobile, collaborative, and distributed human activities. Support for whole activities, rather than individual tasks, is in the roots of ubiquitous and pervasive computing -when users are using a multitude of heterogeneous computing devices, the need for supporting the users at the activity level becomes essential. It will become impossible to get by in a ubiquitous computing world, if one has to consider re-arranging applications and services, whenever shifting computational device and/or activity. Furthermore, the ubiquitous computing concept of merging computational devices at hand necessitates the need for these devices to adjust themselves to the users according to some sense of the context of the user and what s/he is actually doing currentlyi.e. his or her activity.
Activity-Based Computing has the following core principles, each of which addresses the challenges identified above.
Activity-Centered -A ' computational activity' collects in a coherent set a range of services, needed to support a user carrying out a certain 'human activity'. For example, the collaborative activity of treating a patient in a hospital can be modeled in ABC as a computational activity, which includes services for displaying and manipulating the patient's medicine schema, blood test results, recent Xray images, etc. This principle is illustrated in figure 8.2 which illustrates how a computational activity embrace a set of services, which each handles a specific set of data, like files, documents, or remote data in servers. This principle addresses the challenge on application-centered computing and supports interruptions in work by enabling the user to easily alternate between the activities, s/he is involved in. Activity Suspend and Resume -A user participates in several activities and he or she can alternate between these by suspending one activity and resuming another. Resuming an activity will bring forth all the services and data which are part of the user's activity. This principle addresses the lack of support for interruptions.
Activity Roaming -An activity is stored in a distributed infrastructure. An activity can be suspended on one workstation and resumed on another in another place. This principle addresses the challenge of mobility.
Activity Adaptation -An activity adapts to the resources available on the resuming device, like network bandwidth, cpu, or display. Consequently, an activity might look quite different whether it is resumed on a wall-sized display or on a PDA. This principle addresses the challenge of isolated and homogeneous devices. Activity Sharing -By having a list of participants who all can access and resume an activity, it becomes shared among collaborating users. Two users, like the nurse and the physician above, can both be working on the activity and thereby cooperating on e.g. the treatment of a patient. Users can take turns in working on an activity by letting one user take over where another user left the activity; or they can work together at the same time, co-located or remotely. This principle addresses the challenge of personal computers and their lack of support for collaboration.
Context-awareness -An activity is context-aware, i.e. it is able to adapt and adjust itself according to its usage context. Context-awareness can be used for adapting the user-interface to the user's current work situation -e.g. by showing medical data for the patient currently being treated, or it can be used in a more technical sense, where the execution of an activity, and its discovery of services, is adjusted to the resources available in its proximity. This principle addresses the challenge of context insensitivity.
A Scenario
Let us consider a list of scenarios that illustrates how activity-based computing might support a physician during a typical day. The next section describes how these scenarios are supported by the ABC Framework.
The ABC Framework
The ABC Framework is the current implementation of the principles of Activity-Based Computing. The main goal of the ABC Framework is to provide a technical platform for the development and deployment of computer applications that can be used in our activity based computing concept.
The components of the ABC Framework can be segmented into three categories: Runtime Infrastructure, User Interface, and Programming Model. The runtime infrastructure is the set of components that handles the computational complexities of managing distributed and collaborative activities by adapting to the available services or resources in a specific environment. The user interface enables the users to access and manipulate activities and to use ABC-aware applications in mobile and collaborative working situations. The programming model is a set of interfaces that enable the construction of new ABC components, which can be deployed in the runtime infrastructure.
ABC Runtime Infrastructure
This section describes the actual runtime infrastructure that lies beneath the ABC framework. Its responsibilities as for activities is to manage, store, activate, and distribute activities, manage and distribute shared state information, ensuring synchronization methods on collaborative activities, and collaborative session management. Figure 3 illustrates the ABC runtime infrastructure. It consists of a range of server processes running on one or more servers and a range of client processes supporting the execution of the ABC applications.
The server part of the ABC infrastructure is build in a scalable manner and the different processes making up the Activity Server can thus be deployed on different hosts. The ABC infrastructure consists of the following key processes.
Activity Store -handles the persistence of activities by providing an interface to create, delete, and get activities and templates for new activities by reference or query. The store keeps track of which activity the user is currently using and the usage history for a user, enabling the user to step forward and backward in the list of activities.
Activity Manager -manages the runtime behavior of an Activity by enabling activities to be created, initialized, paused, resumed and finalized by clients. The manager keeps track of ABC clients who register at the manager and it provides a subscribe-notify interface for notifying clients about relevant changes to activities that concerns the users currently using a specific client.
Collaboration Manager -handles the real-time requirements for synchronous collaboration among active participants within an activity. To do this it manages a Session object for each ongoing collaborative activity currently activated by one or more users at different host machines, including the same user on several hosts. Basically, a Session notifies its active participants if the Session or its associated Activity changes. Typical changes are entrance, movement and departing of users in a session and changes to the state of an activity. Parties interested in listening to changes to a Session can add a Session Listener to the Session. A central listener on Session objects is the client side Session Manager described below.
Context Service -acquire, stores, and manages context information in the infrastructure. The context service acquires context information via Context Monitors (not illustrated) and provides both a request-response and an event-based publish-subscribed mechanism for clients to access such context information. This context-awareness infrastructure builds upon the Java Context-Awareness Framework (JCAF) [Bardram 2005a ].
Activity Discovery Component (ADC) -tries to discover relevant activities on behalf of the users. The ADC constantly monitors changes in the context service and based on a set of first-order logic rules it is capable of creating new activities, which are sent to the activity manager [Christensen 2002] .
Activity Controller -is the link between the client and the server. A client's Activity Controller registers at one or more Activity Managers and maintain a link to the Activity Bar, the user-interface to the ABC infrastructure (see figure 8.5), which via the controller gets a list of activities for a user. The Activity Controller can also be remotely controlled by the Activity Manager, which can force the client to change user, for example. The Activity Controller is also notified about relevant events from the server processes. For example, if the current user is invited to participate in another activity, the Activity Controller is notified and an appropriate signal can be made to the user via the bar. When an Activity Controller activates an activity, the local State Manager is notified, which in turn uses the Registry to looks up appropriate ABC application, which can handle the services collected in the activity.
In the scenarios above, there is a server cluster running the activity server processes of activity store, manager and collaboration manager, and a central context service. Each client deployed in the hospital, including all the public displays and the PDAs all run the client part of the infrastructure, including the activity controller, state manager, session manager, and service registry. Applications which are able to handle different service requests are registered in the service registry. Each user is registered in the context service which works as a directory service 3 . When an ABC client is idle, it shown a blank screen. When the user logs in on a machine using e.g. name and passwords or proximity-based user authentication [Bardram et al. 2003b ] the computer loads a list of the user's activities and show them in the activity bar (see the next section on the GUI of ABC). It also requests from the activity manager the user's current activity and resumes this on the client. When an activity is resumed, the activity controller iterates through the list of services and for each service description in the activity it asks the local service registry if there is a local application that can handle this service description. If a matching service application is found, the state manager is handed a handle to this application and the state manger spawns a separate thread launching the application and handing over the state information part of the service description to the application. The application is then responsible for restoring the correct state of the service. For example, a medicine schema application should show the medicine data for the correct patient and scroll to the correct place in the schema.
When the user selects another activity or logs out, the activity controller asks the state manger for the activity state. The state manger iterates through all the running applications and for each asks for state information and returns this state information to the controller. This state information is saved in the activity, which is handed over to the activity manger. The manger stores the activity in the store and updates the history.
This basic state management mechanism also supports real-time activity sharing. If two or more participants of an activity is online on different hosts simultaneously, then state changes on one client is saved to the server, which then via the Collaboration Manager broadcast this state change to the other online participants. On each client, state is then managed as described above. Collaborative widgets like the voice link and the tele-pointers are initialized, managed, and finalized by the client's Session Managers. For example, tele-pointers are setup in a peer-to-peer fashion between clients in the same session, and are not replicated as state information to the server (see [Bardram 2005b ] for details).
The ABC User-Interface
The ABC user interface for desktop PCs, tablet PCs and wall-based computers is illustrated in figure Figure 8 .5 shows the bar in details. From the left, the bar has the following groups of buttons: (i) a 'Start' button 4 for launching ABC-aware applications (those registered in the Service Registry); (ii) two buttons for creating and finalizing activities; (iii) two buttons for inviting participants to this activity and for showing the collaboration frame (no. 2 in figure 8 .4); (iv) two buttons for moving forward and backward in the history of activities, and a dropdown box to select an activity from the list of active activities; (v) the 'lamp' icon, which is used to notify the user about new activities added to his list or changes to existing ones; (vi) one button to start the activity recorder, and buttons for enabling and disabling sound and microphone; and (vii) the login button which shows the current users name and can be used to log users in and out. Let us investigate how the ABC user interface support the core principles of activity-based computing as presented in section 8.4.
Activity centered
As illustrated in figure 8.2 an activity is made up of a set of services which again manipulates a set of data. In the user interface activities are immediately accessible from the activity list or by moving forward or backward in the activity history using the forward and backward buttons. A user is always working within an activity, i.e. there is always an activity resumed. We call this the 'active activity'. When the user logs in, the last used activity is resumed and restored to the exact same state as it was suspended previously -potentially on another device. A service is mapped to an application. In figure 8 .4 the 'Radiology image viewer' service is mapped to the 'ABC X-ray Viewer' application (no. 3 in figure 8.4 ). An application which supports a specific service is able to pass state information concerning this service and reestablish its state accordingly. This includes getting access to the data elements, whether they are stored in the activity or accessible on a distributed file system or a server. In the X-ray viewer case, the X-ray images are stored on a hospital image server and the activity hold state information about where and how to access these. State information for most applications also includes size and position of the window. Services are added to an activity by launching them from the Start menu and removed by closing the window. When the activity is suspended, all state information, including data references, are stored in the activity, which is sent to the activity manager in the underlying infrastructure.
Activity roaming
Because activities are persistently stored in the underlying infrastructure via the activity store, the activity can be distributed across different ABC-enabled devices. Activity roaming is governed through a set of life cycle events:
• Registry -when the ABC client starts up, this client is registered in the activity manager.
• Login -when a user logs in, the client request a list of this user's activities from the activity manager.
• Resume -when the user resumes an activity by e.g. selecting it from the activity list, the activity is fetched from the activity manager and its services are mapped to locally available application, which are started and restored according to the state information in the activity.
• Suspend -when an activity is suspended, all services return their current state, which is stored in the activity and handed back to the activity manager.
• Logout -when the user logs out, the active activity is suspended and the user's activities are removed from the activity list.
• Unregistry -when the ABC client is stopped, it is unregistered at the activity manager.
If the user is roaming between two identical devices -e.g. between two desktop PCs, then activities are restored to look exactly the same, including window size and position. This feature was considered essential by all the involved clinicians because it enabled them to move around inside the hospital while maintaining the exact look-and-feel of their workspace. One of the major complaints about the existing client-server systems were that there was a significant overhead associated with restoring the user session when moving between computers because only clinical data were stored on servers, not the user sessions. The primary drawback of restoring the exact size and position of all windows is that desktop PCs (and similar devices like a tablet PC) may have different display resolutions, ranging from e.g. 1024x768 to 1600x1200. Thus, you could have situations where parts or whole windows are not visible when you move from a large to a small screen. In reality, however, the clinicians did not consider this a problem since all machines and screens in a hospital were often of the same kind. Nevertheless, this is a problem that we are addressing in our current work.
Activity adaptation
From a user interface perspective, activity adaptation is handled by the applications running locally and implements the different services. If a local application maps to a service type, then this application is handed over the service state information and by parsing this state information it decides how to restore the service on this specific device. On some devices, window size and position may be used or adapted (e.g. adjusted to fit the screen resolution); on other devices, this information may be ignored (e.g. on a PDA which show all services full screen); some services can simply not be supported, like the X-ray viewer application shown in figure 8.4 which is not available on PDAs.
Activity Sharing
Activity sharing is supported by having several participants associated with the same activity. The collaboration frame (no. 2 in figure 8.4) lists the current activity's participants. Collaboration between these participants is supported in three ways.
Asynchronous collaboration is supported by allowing participants to resume an activity in turn, i.e. participants can take turns working on an activity. Because state is saved in an activity, one participant takes over the activity exactly as another participant left it when suspending it. Furthermore, by using the activity roaming mechanisms, activities can be resumed by different persons in different places. To allow simple communication between participants, an activity chat exists (not shown in figure 8 .4). This chat is specific to the activity and saves a conversation between participants. This chat is saved persistently as part of the activity's state information.
Synchronous collaboration takes place if two or more participants resume the same activity on different devices at the same time. In this case, the active participants engage in a synchronous conference session handled by the collaboration manager on the server side and the session manager on the clients' side. The collaboration mechanisms ensure that the activity, including its state information, is synchronized between all participating users. From the user interface perspective, this means that user interface state information is synchronized, including window position, size, and the user interface state of the individual services. In addition to synchronizing user interface state information between participating peers, the collaboration mechanisms also includes opening a voice link between the participating peers and setting up tele-pointers.
The user-interface support for synchronous collaborative activity sharing is illustrated in figure 8.6 which shows the top frame of an ABC application and two tele-pointers. Because we want to support that users are active in the same activity at the same time, but focusing on different parts of the activity, the ABC Framework does not enforce strict What-You-See-Is-What-I-See (WYSIWIS). Hence, two different users can have focus in two overlapping windows without disturbing each other. The top frame of each window just reveals which window each user has focus in by showing the user's name and decorating the frame with a user-specific color. This enables one user to say things like "have a look at this" and the other user will know which window is being referred to and can bring this window into focus. The tele-pointers reveal the name of the user and the hostname of his or her machine. We attach the hostname because the same user can be active in the same activity on different clients at the same time -a feature that turned out to be used quite often during our evaluation sessions.
Synchronous collaboration is evident in many cases in a hospital, typically in conference situations. The ABC framework allow for clinical desktop conferences by having e.g. a radiologist present and describe different X-ray images for a small group of medical doctors, as illustrated in the scenario above. Furthermore, medical doctors who cannot attend the 'real' radiology conference can listen in remotely by participating in the 'radiology conference' activity running in the radiology conference room.
The third type of collaboration supported by the ABC framework is temporal collaboration. Temporal collaboration is a mixture of synchronous and asynchronous collaboration, which allow participants to collaborate across time almost as if they were together at the same time. In the user interface, temporal collaboration is supported by the ABC Memoplayer shown in figure 8.7. This memoplayer is an activity recorder which is able to record the unfolding of an activity in time and captures activity state information, mouse events, and sound. Technically, the activity recorder is using the same mechanisms as used in the synchronous desktop conference, but instead of streaming state events, mouse events, and sound to another computer, this data is streamed to a persistent data object which is stored in the activity store. The activity recorder can hence be used for recording a multi-media message for other participants in the activity, which later can be fetched from the activity server and replayed on the same or another computer. Other participants can then reply by recording their continued use of the activity, while thinking aloud. In the example shown in figure 8.7 the first user (XX YY) has initiated a discussion which then has been responded to by two other users (Simon Bo Larsen and John Jensen) and is now back with the first user.
Temporal collaboration is essential in most medical work. It is often difficult to ensure that two or more clinicians can meet at the same time, and a wide range of mechanisms for leaving messages are used in hospitals. These mechanisms involve voice recorders, post-it notes, and answering machines. Activity recording is designed to support this kind of messaging within the activity, thereby ensuring that the message is recorded and replayed in the correct activity context. In this way, clinicians can leave multi-media messages which are directly related to a specific task they collaborate on.
Activity and Context awareness
Once we support the work in a hospital by modeling activities, providing awareness about the unfolding of activities becomes essential. Keeping a peripheral awareness on how an activity is progressing, what other participants are doing, and if there are issues you need to attend to becomes important in an activity-based computing environment. The current user interface supports such kind of activity awareness by two mechanisms; one is the lamp icon illustrated in figure 8.5 and the other is sending a message to the users' activity-enabled mobile phone. The lamp icon is used to notify the user about changes to activities other than the one he or she is engaged in right now. The lamp icon will light up and play a sound if the current user receives a new activity, is added (invited) to participate in another activity, or if a new recording has been added to an activity. The mobile phone is only used to take a look at the activity which has been changed and then have the possibility to resume this activity on a nearby computer. This support for activity awareness is admittedly rather limited and we are currently working on extending this. On the right two tele-pointers are shown.
As illustrated in figure 8 .3 a context service is a core component in the ABC infrastructure. Context information is added to this context service from various sources, including the ABC clients which hand over information about who is logged in at the different computers and which activity is currently active. Other context information, like location and status comes from other sources. This kind of context information is shown in the collaboration frame in figure 8 .4.
The most interesting use of context information is, however, for activity discovery [Christensen 2002 ]. The activity discovery component (ADC) in figure 8.3 stores a set of first order logic rules which constantly is evaluated against the context information in the context service. The ADC is able to recognize different typical activities based on changes in context. For example, if a nurse picks up a medicine container for a specific patient in the pharmacy, then the ADC reasons that an activity containing medical information for this patient is useful for the nurse. Using an activity factory, the ADC then creates the appropriate activity for the user's current context and pushes it to the activity manager. If the nurse is online, the activity manager then notifies her ABC client and in the user interface, the nurse will now see the notification lamp (see figure 8.5) light up and hear a small sound. This notifies her about the new activity and by pushing the lamp icon she can see and resume the proposed activity. In order to support contingent situations -e.g. where the nurse is holding two medicine containers for two different patients -more activities can be created and are listed when pressing the lamp icon. In this way the nurse can choose which activity is most relevant to her current context, or choose not to use any of the suggestions but stay in the current one. Hence, we have tried to make activity discovery as non-disruptive as possible while still notifying the user. We call this designing for non-intrusive context-awareness.
The ABC Programming Model
The runtime infrastructure both supports the programming model and makes use of it. The programming model is intended for programmers to extend the ABC Framework by adding new types of activities, components, applications, or collaborative widgets. The programming model consists of a range of interfaces, which the programmer can implements and add to the runtime infrastructure. These interfaces, taken together, make up the distributed extension of the standard ABC functionality included in the ABC Framework. Among the interfaces that make up the ABC programming model are the following:
• The Activity interface, which defines a way of creating custom types of activities. For example, in our ABC-based implementation of an Electronic Patient Record there is an EPRActivity, which is able to handle EPR specific activities, including being related to a specific patient.
• The ActivityStore, ActivityManager, and CollaborationManager interfaces, which makes up the interfaces of the ActivityServer. Normally, application programmers would access these interfaces using the client layer's Activity Controller, but these interfaces are available for programmer to make their own client layer functionality or new user interfaces.
• The StatefulApplication interface, which enables the programmer to create client-side applications that can participate in the ABC runtime infrastructure.
• The event and notification interfaces, which are used to subscribe to changes to certain components. The most used ones are the ActivityListener interface for listening to changes to activities, the SessionListener interface for listening to changes to collabora-tive real-time sessions, and the EntityListener interface used for listening on changes in context information.
• The SessionManager and the Session interfaces, which can be customized for special purposes in the real-time collaboration support in the infrastructure.
A key design invariant in the ABC framework is that applications are stateful and hence can hand over and restore its own state. The runtime infrastructure collects, manage, distribute and synchronize this state information across the movement of users between physical machines and in the participation in synchronous collaborative sessions. The collection of state information from all applications running in an environment is saved in the activity and hence, the activity can be assumed to always contain the shared state. The State Manager guarantees this invariant: it is a singleton process running on the client-side and it creates the link between the Activity Controller (and hence the Activity Manager(s) running as server processes) and the applications running on the client machine.
The programming model provides interfaces and default implementation of stateful applications and UI components. In order to helps application programmers to build ABC-aware applications that can handle state information, the programming model contains stateful user-interface components.
In the Java-based version of the ABC Framework these stateful user-interface components are wrappers to Swing components [Bardram 2005b ]. For example, we have extended core Swing components like JFrame, JScrollPane, JComboBox, etc. to set and get state information. By using these user-interface components, we have made state management easy to implement for application programmers -by using these ABC Swing components, the programmer need not worry about user-interface state. He merely has to manage application specific state information.
Implementation Status
The ABC Framework described above is version 3, which has been implemented in the Java 2 Standard Edition version 1.4 (J2SE), using Java RMI as its distribution mechanism, the Java Media Framework (JMF) for audio-broadcast between devices, and all ABC-aware application are written in the Java Swing user-interface framework. We have created a special ABC Swing library that enables programmer to create ABC-aware applications [Bardram 2005b ]. Version 3 runs on both Microsoft Windows and Linux due to the platform independence provided by Java. Specialized ABC clients for wall-sized displays, tabletPCs, and desktop computers have been developed.
Version 3 does not fully support small devices (the Java 2 Micro Edition, J2ME), like PDAs or mobile phones. However, scaled-down client runs on a PDA and a mobile phone, which only show the basic details of an activity (its name, participants, and involved services). A user can activate an activity on the small devices, which has the effects that this activity is being resumed when approaching a full-scale ABC client, like the wall-based display. Version 3 does not support native applications like e.g. Word, Emacs, or PowerPoint and all ABC-aware applications needs to be developed using the ABC programming API (see [Bardram 2005b ] for details), or at least wrappers for native application needs to be made in the ABC API.
Currently we are implementing version 4 of the ABC Framework based on the .net framework. This version is integrated into the Windows operating system and we are, for example, replacing the Windows Taskbar with our own 'Activitybar' and we provide support for native Windows applications to be part of the ABC Framework. In addition, the tight communication paradigm in Java RMI have been replace with a loosely coupled publish-subscribe infrastructure, which makes it more robust to general failures and exceptions. We are also working on implementing ABC clients for PDAs and mobile phones, which can participate in activity roaming and activity sharing.
Discussion
It is difficult to directly evaluate a runtime infrastructure with a corresponding programming framework -especially when we are researching completely new types of ubiquitous computing technology [Abowd and Mynatt 2000] . However, in order to evaluate whether the conceptual principles of Activity-Based Computing and their technical incarnation really helps users manage a complex ubiquitous computing environment, we have implemented an Electronic Patient Record on top of the ABC Framework and have been using this in a number of design and evaluation sessions with clinicians from the University Hospital of Aarhus. We have conducted 11 such workshops where clinicians for a whole day were asked to co-design, use, evaluate, and test the framework. A common method in our design workshops was to let the clinicians role play a number of clinical scenarios [Bødker and Christiansen 1997] , trying out different design alternatives. In the design of real-time activity sharing, we applied walkthrough methods very similar to the method of Groupware Walkthrough [Pinelle and Gutwin 2002] . In addition, we conducted four whole-day evaluation workshops with clinicians who never had seen the ABC Framework before nor had been introduced to the concepts of activity-based computing. All workshops were video-recorded and later analyzed by viewing the tapes while taking notes.
The general impression from our series of evaluation workshops was that the clinicians gave very positive feedback on the basic concepts of creating activity-based computing support for mobility, interruption, parallel work, collaboration, and user-interface adaptation based on context-awareness [Bardram 2004 ]. Many comments and suggestions for improvement have been incorporated in the framework along the way and the present version of the ABC Framework hence materialize a considerable amount of design knowledge obtained in close cooperation with many clinicians. Limitations in the current design and implementation of activity-based computing support, however, also surfaced during these evaluation sessions. We want to discuss some of the limitations here in greater details because they point to our current work on improving support for activity-based computing.
Difficulties of separating one activity from another were a recurrent issue during our evaluation sessions: When does a 'Prescribe medicine for Mrs. Hansen' stop being a prescription activity and moves into being a 'Document medicine given for Mrs. Hansen'. In several cases, we observed that one activity just moved into another without the user selecting or creating a new activity. Hence, the 'Prescribe medicine for Mrs. Hansen' activity sometime also evolved into a 'Check medicine for Mr. Pedersen' activity, because a nurse would just select Mr. Pedersen as the current patient in the EPR, even though she was working in the activity devoted to Mrs. Hansen. Several suggestions for accommodating these 'activity-separation' problems have been designed [Bardram 2004 ]. Suggestions included the use of activity templates, to create the activity post-hoc instead of before you start using an activity, to bookmark an activity as it unfolds (this could be done automatically when e.g. the user changes patient), and to use the programming model to model an EPRActivity. Such an activity would ensure a tight connection between an activity and a patient, thereby helping users to avoid changing patient in the middle of an activity -an issue which was deemed rather critical during the evaluations.
From a theoretical point of view, the problem of separating one activity from another is closely tied to the matter of identifying real-world activities in Activity Theory. A central concern within Activity Theory is to be able to analytically distinguish one activity from another. This is basically done by looking at the motive or objective of the activity. Hence, asking 'why' people are doing something reveals individual activities. In a clinical setting, the objective is often tied to the treatment and care of a specific patient and the technical proposal of creating computational activities tied to a patient therefore seems rather appropriate. Seen from this perspective, it is questionable whether the 'prescription' and 'documentation' of medicine for Mrs. Hansen actually belongs to two different activities or are two actions within the same. If the latter is the case -and we believe it is -then what we call 'activity' in the ABC Framework might from an Activity Theoretical point of view rightfully be called actions. This also corresponds to the notion of distributing actions within an activity amongst collaborating people, where the physician is responsible for prescribing medicine and the nurse for the documentation.
The problem of separating activities from one another is also tied to a scalability problem [Bardram 2004 ]. In a real-world setting a clinician may be involved in dozens if not hundreds activities. The current implementation of the activity-based computing principles in the ABC Framework does not scale in its user-interface. For example, the list of activities in the activity bar quickly gets too long to be practical in use. The present linear ordering of activities does not scale in a conceptual manner either. How would users conceptually conceive so many activities with no way of relating to each other or to some contextual information? There is a potential danger that we are just moving the burden of navigating and managing large amount of digital data from clinical data in e.g. an electronic patient record to the activity-based computing framework.
These empirical and theoretical challenges in separating activities, the relations between activities and actions, and the scalability of activities have made us consider how activity-based computing might be improved. Our current suggestions pivot around three design ideas: (i) to represent human intent in the activity-based computing support, (ii) to support relationships and viewpoints in an activity space, and (iii) to support native applications.
In the same line as we have represented human activity, we believe that it would be worthwhile to represent the human activity's objective as part of the computational representation of an activity. Clearly, this would only be a weak representation of an activity's human motivation but it would be an externalization that would help user's to use and manage activities. Furthermore, sharing (i.e. externalizing and internalizing) the common objective of an activity is essential in cooperative work, where collaborating people align their individual actions according to a common objective [Leont'ev 1978 , Bardram 1998 ]. But the most promising use of representing the objective of an activity lies in the support for pro-activity; to have computers be active instead of reactive in their relation to users. Pro-activity and adaptation are essential but challenging aspects of ubiquitous computing. Going beyond the current support for context-awareness and base pro-active adaptation on a representation of the intent or objective of an activity, seems a promising step to take in activity-based computing. We are, for example, working on extending the context-aware functionality of showing a default patient activity when an certain patient is approached to show a whole range of interrelated activities, which all are related to the caring and treatment of this patient.
The support for sharing an activity space is intended to help users organize, manage, and relate a large amount of interrelated activities (of which some may be actions, i.e. subsumed to other activities). In our current work we are designing a hypermedia structure with a network of activities and related actions -i.e. a large web of interrelated activities and actions where you can apply different viewpoints upon. Currently the ABC Framework only support a user-specific viewpoint into the available activities -i.e. a user can get a list of his activities. This viewpoint is extended to also support other viewpoints related to e.g. time, location, context, patient, colleague, or type of disease. We are furthermore creating support for copying, cloning, merging, splitting, and linking activities.
Finally, the support for native applications seems like a natural step to take for several empirical and theoretical reasons. Empirically the evaluations showed that users had problems of adjusting or using an unfamiliar electronic patient record (i.e. the one we have implemented on top of the ABC Framework) [Bardram 2004 ]. Even though the ABC Framework and its programming model can be seen as a new set of foundation classes for programming user applications on a certain platform (i.e. operating system), it is still important to consider how existing applications and systems may be integrated as a part of the activity-based computing platform. Hence, support for native applications is quite essential from an empirical-practical viewpoint. This argument is backed from a theoretical viewpoint since keeping with well-known applications helps users to realize activities as routines on the operational level of an activity. From a more technical point of view, however, dealing with existing applications that is not build to support activity-based computing can be rather cumbersome. It is, for example, rather difficult to get and set state information in many applications, it is difficult to migrate one application across heterogeneous devices, and it is difficult to use applications made for desktop use in a activity-based ubiquitous computing environment. As a result, our current work is hence devoted to a double strategy of both trying to make technological hock for legacy applications as well as a programming model and a set of foundation classes for building native activity-based application.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented our work on activity-based computing. The notion of activity-based computing aims at moving computing technology for everyday use beyond the desktop in a double sense -both physically away from the desktop on which most computers are places today, and conceptually away from the desktop user-interface metaphor of supporting individual applications.
Many suggestions for what we call activity-based computing have been proposed and researched and this approach embodies many intriguing suggestions for addressing most of the core shortcomings in contemporary personal computing. Activity-based computing thus seems to be a good candidate as a new design ideal in the creation of future computing infrastructures and operating systems that moves beyond the desktop. Based on our experience in designing, implementing, and evaluating such an activity-based computing infrastructure, we have suggested the six principles of activity-based computing, which are to support: (i) activity-centered collection of applications, services, and data; (ii) suspension and resumption of activities, (iii) activity roaming between distributed computing devices; (iv) activity adaptation to the available resources on heterogeneous computing devices; (v) activity sharing amongst several participants within the same activity; and (vi) context-awareness by enabling activities to adapt to the their execution context.
Based on our experience in having a large number of clinicians evaluate our ABC Framework, we believe that addressing the challenges of separating activities and handling large amount of them are essential in the further development of activity-based approaches to ubiquitous computing. As discussed in the early work on the Rooms system [Henderson and Card 1986] these challenges also emerged in the use of virtual desktops, where it was not uncommon that a user had difficulties in setting up which applications actually belonged to which room. It may also apply for e.g. the taskbased approaches in Kimura [MacIntyre et al 2001] and Aura [Sousa and Garlan 2002] , where the notion of 'intent' is mentioned but does not seem to play any role in the computer technology. Similarly, workflow systems are often criticized for their strict separation of one activity from another. This does not resemble real-world activities, which often are highly interrelated, with no strict boundaries, and which often serves several purposes (the poly-motivated nature of activities according to Activity Theory [Kaptelinin 1996] ). Therefore, researching how support for activities can incorporate support for such interlinked activities with fuzzy boundaries is core challenge in activity-based approaches to ubiquitous computing.
The concepts and technologies for activity-based computing have emerged from our experimental research into devising ubiquitous computing infrastructures for clinical work in large hospitals. As argued in the introduction this is a particular challenging environment for computing technology and is therefore ideal for researching ubiquitous computing architectures and platforms. Clinical work is characterized by handling a huge amount of medical data in the treatment of just one patient, of which there are thousands; a high degree of mobility; many parallel and interrupted work activities; a high degree of cooperation; the use of many medical applications and digital material; and the use of many heterogeneous devices. Electronic patient records are built on top of existing computer technology (operating systems and middleware layers) and are thus typically designed according to the desktop model of computing, which these contemporary technologies embody. Presentday clinical systems do therefore not support the above mentioned core aspects of clinical work, and they are hence often inadequate in daily use. We do believe, however, that activity-based computing is a viable computing principle outside the medical setting of a hospital. Many work situations are characterized by handling large amounts of digital data, mobility, parallel and interrupted work, and cooperation. Even in an office environment, activity-based computing support might be very useful and we believe that it also would be beneficial as a programming environment, even though mobility is not always as prevalent here.
Theoretically we have argued that activity-based computing despite its name is not another workflow system -on the contrary. The 'computational activity' in activity-based computing is a means for collecting, managing, distributing, and sharing material and tools which are related to each other within a specific activity. As human activities increasingly involves the manipulation of digital material, there is a profound need for computational artifacts, which can help users to manage this large amount of digital material with corresponding tools in a manner that reflects the activity itself. A fundamental part of this need includes support for the distribution and integration of actions amongst collaborating people. Hence, support for activity-based cooperation is essential in such a ubiquitous computing platform that goes beyond the personal desktop model of computing as of today.
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